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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
HARRY . F O STER, o F M N N E A POLIS, MIN NES OTA. 

SACK CUTTING, FOLIDING. AND SEWING MACHINE.. 

1,187,057. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented June 13, 1916. 
Application filed December 29, 1914. Seria: No. 879,513. 

To ?till it hon it may ro?e "n: - 
Be it known that I, HARRY M. FoSTER, 

citizen of the United States, resident of Min 
neapolis, county of Hennepin, State of Mii 
nesota, have invented certain new and itsefill 
Improvements in Sack Cutting, Folding, 
and Sewing Machines, of which the follow 
ing is a specification. 
The object of my invention is to provide 

a machine in which the blank for a fabric 
sack, such as used for flour or other cereals, 
can be cut, folded and sewed on One end aid 
one side in a continuous operation as the 
blank passes through the machine. 
A further object is to provide a machine 

of simple, economical construction and one 
in which the described operations can be 
effected by means of comparatively few 
parts. 
Other objects of the invention will appear 

from the following detailed description. 
The invention consists generally in variotis 

constructions and combinations, all as here 
inafter described and particularly pointed 
out in the claims. 

In the accompanying drawings forming 
part of this specification, Figure 1 is a side 
elevation of a machine embodying my inven 
tion, Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical sec 
tional view of the same, Fig. 3 is a plan view 
of the machine, Fig. 4 is an end elevation, 
Fig. 5 is a detail view, illustrating the means 
for delivering and feeding the sack at the 
end of the machine, Figs. 6 and 7 are detail 
sectional views, illustrating the operation of 
the cutting roll and the means for feeding 
the bank between the pelts preparatory to 
sewing one end of the sack, Fig. 8 is a de 
tail view of the device employed for cutting 
the thread between adjoining sections, Fig. 
9 is a sectional view on the line a--a of Fig. 
8, Fig. 10 is a sectional view on the line 
y-y of Fig. 8, Fig. 11 is a detail view of 
the ratchet mechanisna for operating the in 
termittently moving reel, Fig. 12 is a detail 
elevation of a portion of one side of the 
machine, showing the driving means for the 
feed rolls. . 

In the drawing, 2 represents ...e. ame of 
the machine. 3 is a shaft, hori on tally 
mounted therein and preferably lengtiawise 
of the machine and having a pulley 4 for a 
belt connection with some suitable source of 
power. 
5 is a horizontal shaft, moulted trans 

versely of the machine and driven from the 

A. shaft 3 by a suitable worm gearing 6. 
beveled gear 7 is mounted on the shaft 5 on 
the opposite side of the machine and is 
geared to an upright shaft 8 which, in turn, 
is geared at 9 to a horizontal shaft 10 that 
is mounted in the upper portion of the ma 
chine frame. A feed roller 11 is mounted on 
the shaft 10 in frictional engagement, with 
a similar roller 12 that is spring pressed 
toward the roller 11 in the usual way and 
the shaft, 10 has a driving connection 
through a belt 13 and a sprocket wheel 13' 
with a feed roller 14 beneath which is a 
similar roller 15. This sprocket wheel 13' 
is driven through a suitable gearing from 
the sh: it. 26. A bolt of cloth 16 is supported 
in suitable jackets 17 and the free end of 
the cloth is fed between the rollers 14 and 
15 and is allowed to drop and lie loosely 
upon a plate or table 18. From this table 
the cioth passes over the feed roller 11 and 
down between it and the roller 12, as indi 
cated in Fig. 2. . - 
A gear 19 is mounted on the shaft 10 and 

meshes with a gear 20 on a transverse shaft 
21. A mutilated gear 22 is mounted on the 
shaft 21 in position to engage the teeth of a 
pinion 23 on the shaft of a cutting roll 24 
that is provided with a cutting edge 25 ex 
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tending spirally on the roll and coöperating 
with a stationary blade 26 to sever the cloth 
as it passes between them. Evidently the 
cutting roll is operated at predetermined 
intervals, governed by the position of the 
teeth on the gear 22. Normally this roll is 
held out of its cutting position by means of 
a notched cam 27 that is engaged by one arm 
28 of a bell crank that is pivoted at 29 and 
has its second arm 30 in position to be en 
gaged and tripped by the pin 31 on the gear 
22. Normally the arm 28 will engage the 
shoulder of the recess of the can 27 to hold 
the cutting roll in the position indicated in 
Fig. 1, a spring 32 being provided for yield 
ingly supporting the arm 28 in engagement 
with the cam. Just before the teeth of the 
gear 22 come into mesh with the teeth of the 
pinion 23 the pin 31 will engage the arm 30 
and trip the bell crank, releasing the roll 
and allowing the gear 22 to operate it and 
cut the sack bank. During the time that 
the next blank is being fed forward, the cut 
ting roll will remain inoperative to again be 
released and perform the cutting operation 
when the teeth of the gears 22 can come into 
engagement with the pinion 28. The period 
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of operation of this cutting roll governs, of 
course, the width of the blank and the sack. 
A cam 33 is mounted on the shaft 5 in 

position to engage an arm 34 mounted on a 
rock shaft 35 which is journaled in trans 
verse bearings in the machine frame and is 
provided with upwardly extending arms 36 
having forked uppe ends which straddle 
Screw's 37 adjustably mounted in the rear 
transversely of the machine and slidable on 
rods 39 supported on each side of the ma 
chine frame. The screws 37 have stops 40 
and 41 upon opposite sides of the forked 
ends of the arms 36 so that when the said 
arms are rocked, the screws will be recipro 
cated to operate the pusher bar. The forward 
edge of the bar is preferably tapered, as indi 
cated at 42, and is on a level substantially 
with the space between the rows of the feed 
belts 43 and 44, so that when the sack blank 
drops down in its vertical position in front 
of the feed belts, the movement of the pusher 
bar will press a fold of the blank in be 

25 tween the feed belts and at this time the 
cutter roll will sever the blank and allow it 
to be drawn in between the belts to com 
plete the folding operation and where it will 
be engaged by the sewing machine. The 

80 feed belts operate horizontally, one above 
another, and a plurality of fingers 45 are 
mounted between the belts over which the 
bag blank is fed. These feed belts are op 
erated in any suitable manner, preferably 

35 by means of a worm gearing 46 driven 
through a belt 47 from the drive shaft 3. 
A sewing machine 48 is mounted on one 

side of the machine frame and operated 
through a belt 49 from the shaft 3 and 

40 stitches across one end of the folded blank, 
as shown plainly in Fig. 3, to form the bot 
tom of the sack. A shaft 50 is geared at 
51 to the shaft 5 and extends horizontally 
of the machine and is geared at 52 to a shaft 

45 53 which extends diagonally across the ma 
chine and is geared at 54 to a shaft 55 on 
which a thread cutting knife 56 is loosely 
mounted and is provided with oppositely 
arranged cutting blades 57 for severing the 

50 thread between the sacks. A spring 58, is 
coiled on the shaft 55 and has a bearing at 
one end on a pin 59 that is mounted in the 
knife disk. An eccentric 60 is secured on 
the shaft 55 and a disk 61 is engaged by 
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20 

SK said eccentric as said shaft revolves and 
raised thereby sufficiently to disengage a 
lug 62 on said disk from a stop 63 on the 
box of the shaft 55. The knife disk is pro vided with a pin 64 which normally engages 

IQ the disk 61 and is held thereby against pre 
mature movement. When, however, the 
disk 61 is raised and disengaged from the 
stop 63, the pressure of the spring will re 
volve the disk 61 and the knife a half revo 

Illution, or El the lug 62. strikes the stop 

edge of a pusher bar 38 which is arranged 

volves, 
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63' on the underside of the shaft bearing, 
whereupon the movement of the parts will 
be arrested. During this half revolution of 
the knife, one of the blades 57 will sweep 
past the stationary cutter 65 and sever the 
thread between the adjoining sacks. 

y means of the above described mecha 
nism the sack blank is cut from the bolt of 
cloth, folded once lengthwise and sewed 
across one end to close that end and form 75 
the bottom of the sack. I will now proceed 
to describe the mechanism for reversing the 
position of the sack to increase the capacity 
of the machine and sewing the longitudinal 
edge of the sack to complete it. 
66 is a cam, mounted on the shaft 50 and 

67 is a plittnger having an anti-friction 
bearing on the periphery of said cam and 
slidable in a guide on the machine frame and 
having a E connection 68 with an arm 69 
on a shaft 70. The shaft 70 has a gear 71 
thereon meshing with a pinion 72 carried 
by a head 73 in which a plurality of reel 
arms 74 are mounted and adapted to pass 
between the fingers 45 and pick up the sack 
blank therefrom, accidental displacement of 
the blank being prevented by means of suit 
able brads or points 75 on the reel arms 
and the fingers 45. Intermittent movement . 
is imparted to this reel by means of a ratchet 95 
mechanism 76 of ordinary construction, 
premature movement of the ratchet being 
prevented by a dog 77 connected by a link 
78 with a lever 79 that is tripped by means 
of a lug 80 on the cam 66. As this cam re 

movement will be transmitted 
through the ratchet mechanism to revolve 
the reel and gather up the sack blanks. 
At the end of the machine frame a right 

angled extension 81 is provided. A feed 
table 82 is mounted to slide transversely of 
the main frame of the machine upon cross 
rods 83 and lengthwise of the extension 
81, a spring 84 being mounted on one of 
said cross rods for the purpose of holding 
the feed table in its retracted position. Said 
table preferably consists of a series of par 
allel rods and a plate 85 at its forward edge 
provided with fingers 86 which are adapted 
to enter annular grooves 87 formed in a 
lower feed roll 88. The upper roll 89 has 
feed belts 90 coöperating with those of the 
lower roll to receive the partially sewed. 
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bag from the feed table and advance it over 
the plates 91, which have fingers 92 pro 
jecting into the annular grooves in the lower 
feed roll. The plates 91 project beyond the 
discharge end of the feed belts to deliver 
the completed sack out of the machine. As 
shaft 93 is mounted in the extension 81 of 25 
the frame and is driven through a belt 94 
from the driving shaft 3 and has a driving , , 
connection through a belt 95 with a worm 
gearing 96 through which the feed rolls 88 
and 89 and the belts 90 are operated. The is 
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shatt 30 has a cam 97 thereon for Operating 
the lever 98 which has a pit and fork con 
nection at 99 with the frame of the feet 
table 82, as shown in Fig. 1, and at a re 
determined point in the operation of the 
machine this lever 92 will be rocked to ill i \'? 
the feed table toward the feed yelts 9() : Iti 
deliver the artially sewed sack theret. 
The shaft. 93 has a belt drive ( () with a 
second sewing machie which I will test 
nate by the same reference intinieri With 
the addition of the exponent "?t, this 1:- 
chine operating to stitch the longit it is: 
seam of the sack as it is fect let Wieli tile 
belts 9:). A knife similar to the lie de 
scribed is also mounted near the se will; 
machine is and I will designate it by the 
same reference numeral as the knife '''- 
viously described with the additioi of the 
exponent “..." This knife is driven thi'ligh 
a shaft 101 that is geared to the shift 50 
and to the shaft of the knife lisk, as shown in Fig. 4. 

In the operation of the machi.e. the 'll til 
is cut ani folde, and deliveret v ii. 
initial feed be its 4:3 and 4 pot the fit 
ger's 45, and is picked ui is the 't' is 1: 
reel and delivered with one eit of this' s: 'k 
stitched nirii the tai is of the feel tale . . 
In making this delivery, the reel will is 't 
the bass so that the unsewed longit li?t 
edges will be adjacent the outer edge of the 
feed table and will pass to the it its ''') it 
position to be engaged and sewel V the 
second sewing machine 48". "The mech: ) is a 
will be so timed that w tile the feel fig' 's 
on one side of the axis of the ree : 'e licki: A 
up the sack and delivering it to the feel 
table, the finger's oil the othen side (if it 
reel axis will engage the lie \t sack it'. 
posit it upon the feel tale as still as the 
first one has beet cle live '-il iv is fi : it 
to the seekidairy feed lets 90. 
The sacks will be fel through the 1: - 

chine a few inches a : it. the threat it'lig 
severed by the kilife in the initial feeling 
means, so that when each sack 'ench : tilt: 
fingers projecting beyond the ?ecting 21:lis, 
it will le free to be fired to an invert: 
position by the 'evolution of the 'eet. It is 
picking in if each sack from the initial feeding means and delivering it in it:- 
verted position to the seconday feel 2 
means increases the capacity of the ill-leline 
as it hastens the movement of the sacks, a 
prevents then from becoming clogge it 
piled up at the point where the right a gle 
turn is nate in the delivering means to ; ). 
vide for sewing the side of the sack. i lit.: 
reel, of course, can be operated at a slitiall' 
speed to insure renoval of each sack fr’?): 1 
the fingers 45 before the delivery of the 
next sack to these fingers, and by the time 
the first sack is delivered to the feed table 
of the secondary feeding means, the arms 

B 

(if t e red in ti; other side of its a Xis are 
sit is a t , it'k the next sack. 
'-'e () in yet the sack blank after 

se wig ille lot in there of for two reasons. 
Fii'st. i. 1;: les je () use a right hand 
st ; ; ; (iii.e. it it g : « iplicate of the 
(iiie set { }, s \ is the end: whereas. if 
t is , : 'e' ; ; f 1 veinent of the blank 
sil : { }r; it at it the side of the blank 
s: \ {i} : frit t!; ( : (1 without invert 
is ti k. i t \ it i e necessary to use 

; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; it his wol l involve 
() is , it '... is ; ; ; ; ; ): . Nielse. IFurther 
; : " , s ); i. e. it the inst be provided to 
; ; ; , , , ; ; ; ' ' 'tii if novelinent of the 

i: ; ; ; ; it lif.) iii tie sewing operation 
: i ti i ht: in y picking up the blank 
a fie: it is set fillet and sewed on one 
enti i ni live it it on the transversely 
operting '; 'rier (iii of the path of the next 

:: ; ; ; ) is vs; 's the details of construc 
t; it lite sli iwi : i? estribed may be 
it lities :: it still be Aithin the scope of my 

ii; ; ; ; ; ; ). 
l; it is is : y : it is : : 

:. . . ." iiii it: t: , , with it leans for de 
(; ; ; ; ; ; it’ \\ , ; ; ; ; ; sistantially vertical 

a si: ; ; ; ; ; a , s , : - 'e ling the Web trans 
vie 'seti t . . . . . ; sack ink, and means 
opei'; t is sii is : y : i: Iy niiwav between 
the fee : li () { { } e \el, : (i said severing 
ne; is the sick lank transversely 
of the vel: ; leisthwise of the sack, feed 
tets; it it we v ii. 1; the olded blank is 
a set , ; it it: 'i : is firste Wiig one end of the 
for it ink it ring stici ni ovement. 

2. 'fit' ('filt at it, with ne: is for sev 
It is ; ; ; ; ; ; ) 'is' with a folving the bag 

; : k, ; ; ; ; (; is for feeling the folded 
it a s \, it is t w if if s (lges together, 

; ::::::: j ( : v it is the blank and feed 
; : i? tile the two edges to gth: (i. 

... h. iiii: fi: ), with means for sev 
king : \, : (; f : fal)' and means for 
foli is ti - - ): k on triticinally along 
it thic le it is ter's f. of means for feed 
is ti - ". . . . . . . ink : 1 so wing one end 
the 'e' f. : : - ; ; ; for inverting the blank 
in first it g : it sew ting the longitudinal 
a is is : k together'. 

. . . . . ; ; ; ; ti: ), will reans for fold 
iii. : : lyric ::s: Tank i' thwise along 
tie it (it is the reof. : : eans for sew 
iii tie : (i) if the folkled blank, of e 
volving fans 'a' inverting the folded 
, a kaiji means for feeding the blank and 

st wif the longit: dial edges thereof to gether ti, complete the sack. 
5, The contination. with means for fold 

ing and feeding the link and sewing one 
end thereof. of : revolving reel having fin 
gers to gather up the blank, a feed table 
whereon the inverted blank is deposited by 
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said fingers, and means operating trans 
versely of said first named feeding means 
for feeding the blank on said table and sew 
ing the longitudinal edges thereof. 

6. In a machine of the class described, 
means for feeding a folded bag blank, a 
revolving reel having pick-up fingers, and 
means for operating it intermittently, said 
fingers engaging the sack blank, a table 
whereon the blank is deposited in an in 
verted position by said fingers, and means 
operating transversely of said first named 
feeding means for feeding the blank from 
said table and sewing one side thereof. 

7. The combination, with means for feed 
ing a folded sack blank transversely, of 
means for feeding the blank lengthwise 
thereof, a device interposed between said 
feeding means for inverting the blank dur 
ing its passage from one feeding means to 
the other, and sewing devices provided in 
connection with said feeding means for 
sewing one end and the longitudinal edges 
of the blank. 

8. The combination, with means for feed 
ing a sack blank folded lengthwise along 
the middle line thereof, said feeding means 
having fingers forming continuations there 
of upon which the folded blank is deliv 
ered, a second feeding means operating 
transversely with respect to said first named 
feeding means, sewing devices in connec 
tion with both said feeding means, and is 
revolving reel interposed between said feed 
ing means and having fingers adapted to 
pass between the fingers of said first named 
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feeding means and gather u ule blank 
thereon, and a feed table in connection with 
said second named feeding means having 
fingers upon which the blank is deposited 40 
in an inverted position by the fingers of said reel. 

9. The combination, with means for feed 
ing a bag blank folded longitudinally along 
the middle line thereof, of a sewing ma 
chine for sewing across the ends of the 
folded blanks as they are fed past it, a knife 
for severing the thread between adjoining 
blanks, a second feeding means operating 
transversely with respect to said first named 
feeding means, means for inverting the 
blank during its passage from one feeding 
means to the other, and a sewing machine 
and thread cutting means provided in con 
nection with said second feeding means. 

1 (). The combination, with an initial feed 
ing means for a bag blank and a device for 
sewing one end thereof and cutting the 
thread, of a secondary feeding means oper 
ating transversely with respect to said in 
itial feeding means and adjacent thereto, 
a second sewing device and means for pick 
ing up the partially sewed blank and in 
verting it and delivering it to said second 
ary feeding means, and sewing devices for 
sewing the longitudinal edges of the blank. 

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 
any hand this 18' day of December, 1914. 

HARRY M. FOSTER. 
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Witnesses: 
GENEVFVE E. SoRENSEN, 
EDWARD A. PAUL. 


